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1 [IMAGE] Which Australian media commentator, author and demographer (b. 1956)?

2 [IMAGE] Which British entertainer (1928-2017) had a 70+ year career?
3 [IMAGE] Which sport are these folks playing?

4
[IMAGE] Which 3M product, applied to fabric, furniture, and carpets to protect them from 
stains?

5 [IMAGE] Which professional sportsman (1949-2019)?
6 [IMAGE] What is the surname of these pioneering French brothers?

7
[IMAGE] Which type of joint connects rigid rods whose axes are inclined to each other, and is 
commonly used in shafts that transmit rotary motion to allow for angular misalignment?

8
[IMAGE] British model and television presenter Gabrielle Richens was also known by what 
three-word (including "The") nickname?

9 [IMAGE] What three-word term refers to the blue section of this map?

10
[IMAGE] Sharing its name with a military decoration, in which gymnastics skill on the rings 
apparatus is the body is suspended upright while the limbs are extended laterally?

11 [IMAGE] Which perennial grass weed?

12
[IMAGE] Name either of these four-letter brand names.  Though otherwise unrelated, they 
share the same first three letters, with one ending in U and the other in L.

13
What subject does the fictional character Professor Ned Brainard teach at Medfield College in 
a 1961 Disney film?

14
In Greek mythology, Aeolus (the son of Hippotes) was the ruler of the which atmospheric 
phenomena, as encountered by Odysseus in Homer's 'Odyssey'?

15
Jon Pertwee and McKenzie Crook have both portrayed which scary title character in TV a 
series?

16
Cawl, a broth comprising lamb or beef with leeks, potatoes, swedes, carrots, is a traditional 
dish of which country with a population of just over three million people?

17
Commissioned by Pope Innocent X in the mid-17th century, who sculpted 'The Ecstasy of 
Saint Theresa' which now sits in the church of Santa Maria della Vittoria in Rome?

18 Lake Maracaibo is located in which South American country?

19
The first X-ray picture was taken by Wilhelm Rontgen in 1895, showing which part of his 
wife's body?

20 What links phaal, sambar, chettinad and karahi, among countless others?
21 How many balls are used in a standard game of snooker?

22
The southernmost of three national parks in the valley of the Luangwa River, South Luangwa 
National Park is located in which landlocked African country?

23
Which American thrash metal band was formed in Los Angeles in 1983 by 
vocalist/guitarist Dave Mustaine and bassist David Ellefson?

24
Name any extant US pro-sports franchise that played its home games at the Polo Grounds in 
any season between 1880 and 1963.

25
Baseballer Babe Ruth, swimmer Michael Phelps, and Supreme Court Justice Marshall 
Thurgood were all born in which US city?

26 Appropriately, which member of ABBA is the eldest? [Either first or last name will suffice]

27 What type of institution are the Folketinget, Dáil Éireann, Diet and Bundesversammlung?

28 Australia's first lifesaving club was formed in February 1907 at which beach?
29 Eloi and Morlocks appear in which 1895 novel?
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30
In which year did Roald Amundsen reach the South Pole, the NT and ACT were added to the 
Commonwealth of Australia, the SS Lusitania sank off the coast of South Africa, and George V 
was crowned King of the UK?

31 The book and film 'The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas' is set during which war? 

32
Which English motorcycle and Formula One racer (1934-2017) remains the only person to 
have won world championships on both two and four wheels?

33
A media campaign by the Commonwealth Government to educate the Australian public 
about the upcoming introduction of decimal currency on 14th January 1966  was 
accompanied by the tune to which Aussie bush ballad?

34
Many finance professionals consider the Dow Jones Industrial Average to be an inadequate 
representation of the overall U.S. stock market as it only tracks how many companies?

35
After being threatened with a trademark infringement lawsuit in 1953, Hugh Hefner 
rebranded his planned magazine to 'Playboy' and adopted the bunny logo. Which animal was 
replaced, both as logo and the magazine's title?

36 Approximately every 26,000 years, the Earth completes one full cycle of what phenomenon?

37
Greengrocer Mr. Harold Hooper, Dr. Gina Jefferson, Maria "Skinny" Rodriguez and Wanda 
Falbo (the Word Fairy) are among the many adult characters to appear in which long-running 
children's TV series?

38
In cricket's 2022 T20 World Cup, which was the only team to beat eventual champions 
England?

39 As their names suggest, ricotta and biscuit are both twice what?

40
The modern theatrical version of which ancient epic Sanskrit poem is divided into three 
sections - 'The Game of Dice', 'The Exile in the Forest' and 'The War'?

41
Canities subita , aka Marie Antoinette Syndrome or Thomas More Syndrome, is an alleged 
condition caused by extreme stress or trauma that results in which rapid physiological 
change, that takes decades in most other humans?

42
Bette Midler turned down the role of Deloris Van Cartier / Sister Mary Clarence in which 
1992 film?

43
Bicycle, Bee, Monarchs and Royal are among the leading manufacturers of which leisure or 
gambling product?

44
Inspired by Robin Hood and his Merry Men, what is the nickname of Nottinghamshire's 
limited overs cricket team?

45
Born Theophrastus von Hohenheim in c. 1493, which Swiss physician, alchemist, theologian 
and philosopher stressed the value of medical observation and is considered the "father of 
toxicology"?

46 Which university has campuses at Toowoomba, Springfield and Ipswich?

47
Which Welshman (b. 1972) was the longest-reigning super-middleweight world champion in 
boxing history, having held the WBO title for over 10 years and defending it against 20 
opponents?  He retired in 2008 with a perfect record of 46 wins from 46 fights.

48
Which expressionist artist (b. 1939 in Sydney) died in 1992 from a self-administered opiate 
overdose?

49 Erupting in 1980, in which US state is Mount St Helens located?
50 Emphysema is a disease of which human organ?

51
The maximum length of an Australian racehorse's name is how many characters (including 
spaces and apostrophes)?  [We'll allow one either way]

52 Which resort town is located about 18 km from Uluru?

53
In the USA, Congress can overturn a Presidential Veto by passing legislation in each House by 
what majority?
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54
A saying attributed to various newspaper editors is that news is what someone wants 
supressed, while everything else in the paper is… what?

55
Canadian Corey Bellemore is the current world record holder (4 minutes, 28.1 seconds) for 
which decidedly non-Olympic event that involves running four laps of a 400 metre running 
track, and downing a particular beverage after each lap?

56 Who is the only man to have been both Chief Justice and President of the USA?

57
Which word can be proceeded by artificial, costume, fashion, fine, imitation or real, among 
others?

58 Ellen Louise Ripley is a major character in which film series?
59 What does a boarder receive that a lodger does not?

60
Within the belief systems of Aboriginal cultures, what term refers to both paths followed by 
"creator-beings" in the Dreaming, and also walking routes used by the people themselves 
that crossed the country, linking important sites and locations?

61
Whose directorial credits include 'Ordinary People' (1980), 'The Milagro Beanfield War' 
(1988) and 'The Legend of Bagger Vance' (2000)?

62 Which cosmetic company makes the 'Red Door' range of perfumery?

63
Which term refers to a word, phrase, or sentence in which no letter of the alphabet occurs 
more than once?

64
The medal ceremonies for which men's and women's event are traditionally held during the 
Closing Ceremony at the Winter Olympics?

65 Which five-letter words links a Bond villain, a US island, and a musical tempo?

66
On a golf course, how is the location of the hole / pin indicated to players on the tee (i.e. 
whether it is at the front, middle or back of the green)?

67
The publications of which American palaeontologist, evolutionary biologist, and science 
historian include 'The Mismeasure of Man' (1981), and 'Dinosaur in a Haystack' (1995)?

68
The Academy Award for humanitarian work is named for which Danish-American actor (1886-
1956) and uncle of Leslie Nielsen?

69
The jersey of which nation's men's football (soccer) team displays four stars, including the 
gold medals received at the 1924 and 1928 Summer Olympics?

70 Thornfield Hall is consumed by flames in which 1847 novel?

71
Beginning with P, which word can mean the state of being important, famous, or noticeable; 
a projecting feature of a landscape; or a stream of incandescent gas projecting above the 
sun's chromosphere?

72
What seven-letter word can mean a piece of furniture containing a concealed chamber pot; 
or a hairpiece made of wire framework and covered in ribbon, linen, and lace?

73
In 1992, which singer was booed off the stage at Madison Square Garden, some 13 days after 
she had torn up a photograph of the Pope on Saturday Night Live?

74
Give either of the two-word terms used to describe the first human infected by a viral or 
bacterial disease in an outbreak.

75
On 8th November 1974, Grant Goldman hosted the first episode of which iconic Australian 
TV series that would run for 14 seasons?

76
Which two-word term refers to a form of corruption that involves fixing the final margin of a 
sporting game but without changing which team wins? It is typically done by players 
colluding with gamblers to prevent one team from covering the expected margin.

77
Mesopotamia (between 3400 and 3100 BCE), Egypt (c. 3250 BCE), China (1200 BCE), and 
lowland areas of Southern Mexico and Guatemala (by 500 BCE) are the only four civilisations 
known to have developed which technology?

78
Which manager has won domestic league titles across four nations, with Porto, Inter Milan, 
Chelsea and Real Madrid?

79 East is to Orient as West is to... what ?
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80 Which English nobleman and military commander (1428-71) was known as "The Kingmaker"?

81
In which sport is the goal 1.8 m (6 foot) wide, 1.2 m (4 foot) high, and 1.1 m (40 inches) 
deep, with a top shelf and supporting back bar?

82
Robert Parish (1,611) and Kareem-Abdul Jabbar (1,560) lead which list of NBA player 
achievements?

83
Which animal links the names of islands in Sydney Harbour, Moreton Bay, New Zealand and 
Niagara Falls?

84
Which US physicist won the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1923 for the measurement of the 
elementary electric charge, but is perhaps better remembered for his decades-long but 
ultimately unsuccessful efforts to disprove Einstein's particle theory of light?

85
Which pre-meal alcoholic drink did Spike Milligan humorously suggest was actually the 
French term for a set of dentures?

86
Much of the Book of Proverbs is attributed to which monarch of Israel, who reigned c. 970 to 
931 BCE?

87

In the PG Wodehouse novel 'The Code of the Woosters', the feeble-minded Bertie Wooster 
unwittingly quotes a romantic poet when he describes someone as a 'sensitive plant'.  On 
hearing the remark, Madeline Bassett says  "You know your [name redacted], Bertie", to 
which Bertie, missing the point again, replies "Oh, am I?".  Which poet's name has been 
redacted?

88
Which Queensland fast bowler was Man of the Match in the 2003 Cricket World Cup game 
between Australia and England after taking 7 wickets for 20 runs, and then scoring 34 not out 
in a match-winning partnership with Michael Bevan?

89
After finally beating fellow American Jimmy Connors in 1980 after 16 consecutive losses, 
which former world No. 3 (and winner of the 1977 Australian Open) remarked: “And let that 
be a lesson to you all. Nobody beats [name redacted] 17 times in a row!”?

90
Pretzel Logic' (1974), 'Aja' (1977) and 'Gaucho' (1980) are among the hit albums of which soft 
rock band that Rolling Stone magazine labelled "the perfect musical antiheroes for the 
seventies"?

91
The 11th of November is Remembrance Day for many nations that played a major part in 
Word War One.  Since 1993 it has been known as what totally unrelated Day in China, and 
increasingly in Southeast Asia?

92
Following his win in the Mexican Grand Prix, who set a single season record of 14 Formula 1 
wins?

93
Rishi Sunak replaced Liz Truss as British PM, defeating which lone challenger and Leader of 
the House of Commons since September 2022??

94 What is the shared surname of Australian country music siblings Tania and Lee?

95 Jerry Garcia was the lead singer of which eclectic rock band?

96 In 2015 who replaced David Letterman as the regular host of 'The Late Show' on CBS?

97 Which sport is played professionally by the Adelaide Strikers?

98
The eastern end of the land border between Victoria and New South Wales is located at 
which coastal headland?

99
Name any rugby league player who has represented NSW while contracted to the North 
Queensland Cowboys.

100 The village of Silverton (population 50) is located 26 km from which NSW town?
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